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Vitamix 5200 for Power 2014 review This is a Review of a Vitamix v5200. I am a machine “like” and take it places with me, to work, to the gym, to visit relatives, etc… I want to be able to carry on using the same machine when I return. I usually carry my Vitamix either in my suitcase, or in my backpack. Sometimes my sister will have her own Vitamix and will be able to make smoothies for us if I’m in a hurry to get
something in my mouth. When she can’t (for whatever reason), we will order a Vitamix on Amazon or on a local website, depending on how far I am going. We have a Vitamix 5200 for Power. It is a nice medium to high speed and the heavy base makes it easier to carry around. There is a very similar machine made by Breville, the Breville G5200, and it’s very similar in size, appearance, power, and shape. I chose the

Vitamix 5200 because of it’s similar price, ease of use, sleek appearance, and short, if you will, assembly time. The Breville model looks a lot like the Vitamix 5200, but it is made in the US and has an even higher speed and power, therefore it is more expensive. As far as the cost is concerned, both of these Vitamix machines are around $500-600, but I prefer the Vitamix 5200, because it is a lot more convenient and easier
to use. If you can only spend $400, then you should look for the Breville model. Also, when you purchase the Breville, make sure you get the grinder attachment, because without it, it’s really hard to use. You can’t grind nuts, or anything else, with it. My Vitamix has a plastic bottom, so if it were to hit something on the floor, it might crack the bottom. I made sure to wash it well, and used a plastic cover to protect it. I kept

my Vitamix out, and the plastic cover wouldn’t stay on it, so I got an extra for myself, a cover that will fit a 5200. If it were to crack, I could easily replace the whole machine, but if it were to happen to me, and it was
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